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Abstract

This work introduces a novel, extensive anno-
tated corpus for multi-label legislative text clas-
sification in Italian, based on legal acts from the
Gazzetta Ufficiale, the official source of legisla-
tive information of the Italian state. The anno-
tated dataset, which we released to the commu-
nity, comprises over 363,000 titles of legislative
acts, spanning over 30 years from 1988 until
2022. Moreover, we evaluate four models for
text classification on the dataset, demonstrat-
ing how using only the acts’ titles can achieve
top-level classification performance, with a mi-
cro F1-score of 0.87. Also, our analysis shows
how Italian domain-adapted legal models do
not outperform general-purpose models on the
task. Models’ performance can be checked by
users via a demonstrator system provided in
support of this work.

1 Introduction

The Gazzetta Ufficiale1 (GU), in both its printed
and digital editions, is the official source of the Ital-
ian Republic through which every legislative act
issued by Italian central and peripheral institutions,
like the Parliament, the Constitutional Court, the
Ministeries, the regional administrations, among
others, is brought to the attention of citizens. This
official journal plays a key role in Italian law-
making, as for any legislative measure to enter into
effect, its publication in the GU is explicitly re-
quired by law. The Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca
dello Stato2 (IPZS), based in Rome, is in charge of
editing and publishing the Gazzetta. A crucial step
in the publication process is the assignment of each
legislative measure to one or more labels from a
subject index to concisely express its main seman-
tic content and ease future search. However, so
far this annotation has been carried out only manu-
ally, relying on a set of annotators that needed to

1https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it
2https://www.ipzs.it/ext/index.html

be carefully trained to master around 1,600 labels
available in the taxonomy. In order to support this
task, reduce manual effort and ensure future con-
sistency, we develop an automatic pipeline for the
classification of GU documents. The task is particu-
larly challenging due to the large number of labels,
their different nature (i.e. mandatory vs. optional),
the uneven representation of some categories and
the different topics covered in the data. In our clas-
sification experiments we compare different trans-
former models for Italian, focusing in particular on
performance differences between general-purpose
and legal adapted models. We release the classifi-
cation models for reproducibility, which can also
be tested through our online demo.3 We also make
available a GitHub repository4 with the annotated
dataset used for our experiments, which consists
of over 363k act titles from the General Series,
manually annotated by domain experts.

2 Related Work

In the legal domain, text classification has an es-
tablished tradition, both in the monolingual (Šarić
et al., 2014; Papaloukas et al., 2021) and in the
multi-lingual setting (Steinberger et al., 2006, 2012;
Chalkidis et al., 2019; Avram et al., 2021; Chalkidis
et al., 2021). Moreover, the large availability of le-
gal data, produced by national and supranational
public institutions, set the stage for the develop-
ment of domain-adapted models (Chalkidis et al.,
2020; Douka et al., 2021; Masala et al., 2021; Licari
and Comandè, 2022). As for Italian, a multi-label
classification system for bills has been proposed by
De Angelis et al. (2022), based on Bi-GRU architec-
ture using static word embeddings and employing
a dataset of 28k legal document tagged with the
TESEO thesaurus. In our work, conversely, we

3https://dh-server.fbk.eu/
ipzs-ui-demo/

4https://github.com/dhfbk/
gazzetta-ufficiale
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compare the performance of different BERT-based
models (Devlin et al., 2019) for Italian, including
domain-adapted ones (Licari and Comandè, 2022),
on a large multi-label legal dataset covering 35
years of publication in the Gazzetta Ufficiale.

3 Gazzetta Ufficiale Subject Index

Each Italian legislative act entering the GU has
to be manually assigned one or more thematic la-
bels to classify its semantic content. Such labels,
provided by the GU Subject Index, are then used
by the data administrators for classification (in the
printed edition) and for indexing and retrieval of
Italian legislative acts (in the digital version). The
manual labelling has been performed by a pool
of expert annotators, trained by the data adminis-
tration institution, over a time span of almost 35
years.

Layer N. of unique labels
Open Labels (M) 781
Closed Labels (O) 1,019
References (O) 149
Summaries (O) 71

Table 1: Layered structure of the GU Subject Index. M
= Mandatory, O = Optional.

Table 1 summarizes the structure of the Subject
Index used for annotation. The resource is orga-
nized on four levels: Voci Aperte (Open Labels),
Voci Chiuse (Closed Labels), Riferimenti (Refer-
ences) and Sommarietti (Summaries). Open Labels
represent the main layer of the Subject Index and
are considered mandatory, in the sense that each
item to be labeled must receive at least one Open
Label. Secondary labels are divided into three lay-
ers and are used as additional, optional refinement
as needed. Closed Labels are specifiers that have
the purpose of delimiting the meaning of the main
open label. References and Summaries refer to
thematic areas. As far as combinations are con-
cerned, one or more Open Labels (the first will be
the main one) or, alternatively, one Open Label and
one or more labels from other layers can co-exist.
Indeed, secondary labels can be used individually
or in combination.

4 Dataset

The publication of acts in the GU is structured in
six Series, depending on the regulatory body that

issues the different types of acts: the Serie Gen-
erale (General Series) and five special Series. The
General Series includes all acts like ordinary laws,
presidential decrees, ministerial decrees and reso-
lutions, as well as other regulatory acts from the
central and peripheral state administrations. To
this respect, it represents the most relevant Series
in the GU and the backbone of the Italian legisla-
tive process. The five Special Series, on the other
hand, focus on specific institutions or types of acts:
Special Series 1 contains judgements and orders
issued by the Constitutional Court, Special Series 2
refers to regulations and directives of the European
Community, whereas Series 3 includes regulatory
and administrative acts issued by regional admin-
istrations. Special Series 4 and 5 are dedicated
to the publication of documents relating to Public
Exams and State Contracts, respectively. Table 2
summarizes the structure of GU with the different
document series. Given the high number of legisla-
tive acts contained in General Series compared to
the other series, and its wide coverage in terms of
annotation, this work focuses exclusively on this
Series.

Name Institution/Topic samples
General Series Central/ Periph. Adm. 364,123
Sp Series 1 Constitutional Court 16,485
Sp Series 2 European Community 26,926
Sp Series 3 Regional Affairs 2,285
Sp Series 4 Public exams –
Sp Series 5 State contracts –

Table 2: Document publication structure in the Gazzetta
Ufficiale.

While all acts in GU include a title and the proper
body of the law, we focus in this work only on the
classification of titles. Indeed, if we consider the
annotation procedure, in most cases annotators rely
on the title of the act when assigning labels. Only
in cases where the title is not sufficiently expres-
sive, or where the act includes several measures
of different nature, will the annotator refer to the
body of the act. Also, although current large lan-
guage models can deal with long documents (Belt-
agy et al., 2020), the use of titles alone allows us
to minimize computational costs and avoid expen-
sive preprocessing. In fact, by comparing different
transformer-based models on the dataset, we intend
to determine what the upper bound of performance
is using only titles, which may be useful for fu-
ture comparisons with document-level classifica-
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tion systems.
Our dataset contains 364,123 labeled titles of

legislative acts published in the General Series of
the GU from 1988, when manual classification be-
gan, until early 2022. The temporal distribution of
the documents in the dataset is depicted in Figure 1.
According to the institutional annotation practices,
each act (title) is manually annotated with at least
one label chosen from the Open Labels set and, op-
tionally, with one or more labels chosen among the
Open Labels or from one of the other three layers
(see Table 1). The General Series has a tagset of
1,587 unique labels and an average of 1.57 label
assignments per document. The label distribution
in the dataset exhibits a pronounced Zipf-like trend,
with very few labels counting tens of thousands of
assignments and a long queue of labels with few or
very few occurrences.Quantitatively speaking, the
dataset counts 7,464,114 tokens, with an average
title length of 20.5 tokens.
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Figure 1: Acts by year

5 Legal Text Classification

We cast the text classification task as a multi-class,
multi-label problem, i.e. each target document (the

act’s title in this case) is to be labeled with one or
more classes from the Subject Index. We compare
different transformer-based models, after applying
the same preprocessing for all settings.

5.1 Preprocessing

Given the extremely skewed data distribution, a
cutoff threshold of 10 label assignments is applied
to the dataset, in order to allow a robust evaluation.
The application of the threshold has little impact
on the number of documents in the dataset (passing
from 364,123 to 363,909) but the number of unique
labels we take into account for the experiments
decreases more significantly from 1,587 to 896.

5.2 Experimental Setup

The multi-label text classification experiments we
run are based on the comparison of four different
transformer-based models, and six different vari-
ants (cased/uncased versions of two models). The
first two models are general-purpose BERT-base56

and BERT-XXL78 for Italian (in both cased and
uncased variants), while the other two are Italian-
Legal-BERT9 and Italian-Legal-BERT-SC (Licari
and Comandè, 2022). Italian-Legal-BERT has been
obtained by adapting BERT-XXL to the legal do-
main by further training the model on a set of
235k documents from the National Jurispruden-
tial Archive. Italian-Legal-BERT-SC, instead, has
been created from scratch from the same set of
legal documents.

In order to provide a robust training and evalua-
tion workflow, we opt for a stratified approach for
creating training, development and test sets, with a
60/20/20 split ratio. This results in a proportionally
equal distribution of each label over the three splits.
Also, we create 4 folds, one for hyper-parameter
search and three for training and evaluation. We
then use the Optuna toolkit (Akiba et al., 2019) for
running a hyper-parameter search, by optimizing
the learning rate, with a fixed batch size of 16. The
best learning rate values (see Appendix A) have
been used for training the four different models.

5https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
bert-base-italian-uncased

6https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
bert-base-italian-cased

7https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
bert-base-italian-xxl-uncased

8https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/
bert-base-italian-xxl-cased

9https://huggingface.co/dlicari/
Italian-Legal-BERT
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Model Micro Macro Weighted
Thr P R F1 Thr F1 Thr F1

bert-base-ita-uncased 0.47 0.889 0.856 0.872 0.10 0.464 0.33 0.863
bert-base-ita-cased 0.46 0.888 0.859 0.873 0.11 0.462 0.31 0.864
bert-base-ita-xxl-uncased 0.47 0.888 0.858 0.873 0.09 0.471 0.33 0.864
bert-base-ita-xxl-cased 0.45 0.886 0.858 0.872 0.09 0.455 0.31 0.862
italian-legal-bert 0.48 0.892 0.847 0.869 0.12 0.416 0.33 0.857
italian-legal-bert-sc 0.46 0.889 0.854 0.871 0.10 0.444 0.29 0.861

Table 3: Performance scores on test data for the task of multi-label text classification on the dataset. Results have
been computed on the test sets of three folds.

6 Evaluation and Error Analysis

Performance results, computed on the test sets
of the three folds, are reported in Table 3. As
model predictions are provided with a confidence
score, we use predictions on the development set
to find the confidence values which maximize the
F1-score, and then apply these (threshold) values
on test data. As revealed by the results, with the ex-
ception of macro-averaged scores, which are more
sensitive to performance variations in classes with
few examples, the different models yield a similar
performance. In particular, domain adapted models
show a comparable, or even slightly lower, perfor-
mance with respect to their general purpose coun-
terparts, although italian-legal-bert has
been created by adapting bert-base-ita-xxl
to the legal domain. This could depend on the fact
that our dataset is likely to contain more terms on
the regulated domain than legal terminology.

Although not directly comparable due to the use
of different datasets/annotation schemas, the per-
formance of our models is in line with current state-
of-the-art approaches to legal text classification
(Chalkidis et al., 2019; Avram et al., 2021), which
however consider the full text of legal acts.

In order to better understand the source of er-
ror in our models, we perform an extensive error
analysis on the test sets used for evaluation. Since
in a multi-label setting it is not always possible to
exactly map expected labels with predictions, due
to possible many-to-many relations, we create a
subset of wrong predictions where one-to-one cor-
respondences are observed and use it as an approx-
imation for the analysis. By manually inspecting
the data, we observe that all models struggle with
the same set of gold-predicted label mismatches.
For example, only four pairs of labels are respon-
sible, alone, for 10.5% of the overall error. These
pairs are: a) AGRICULTURE vs FOOD AND BEV-

ERAGE (4.54%), b) FINANCE ADMINISTRATION

vs. ECONOMY AND FINANCE ADMINISTRATION

(2.62%), c) UNIVERSITY vs. PUBLIC EDUCA-
TION (1.73%), and d) PUBLIC HEALTH vs. DRUGS

(1.69%).

Predicted
O C R S

Gold

O 70.57 4.8 0.14 0.21
C 8.75 10.80 0.00 0.36
R 0.18 0.05 0.08 0.00
S 0.66 0.23 0.00 3.07

Table 4: Percentage of errors, on single-label assign-
ments, mapped by layer (see Section 3). On the diago-
nal, errors within the same layer. O = Open Labels, C =
Closed Labels, R = References, S = Summaries.

It is worth noting that many of such mismatch
types are related to pairs exhibiting strong seman-
tic ties, like overlap (a), possible equivalence (b)
subsumption (c, d). This pattern, enabled by the
very structure of the Subject Index, is pervasive
throughout the dataset and might be one of the rea-
sons for a partially inconsistent use of the scheme
over the years by different annotators, of which
we have found more than one evidence in the gold
data. At the other end of the distribution, we ob-
serve that 32% of the overall error is explained by
a long tail of mismatches occurring 2 times or less.
Furthermore, in order to assess the model’s ability
to learn the hierarchical structure of the Subject In-
dex, we analyze gold-prediction errors by mapping
the respective labels’ layers. As shown in Table 4,
84.5% of the errors happen between labels in the
same layer, showing that, even in case of error, the
system tends to be consistent with the hierarchical
structure of the annotation schema.
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7 Conclusions

This paper first introduces a novel annotated cor-
pus of titles with manually assigned subject la-
bels, which are part of Gazzetta Ufficiale, the of-
ficial Italian collection of legislative acts. We use
this dataset to build and compare four multi-class
classifiers for the legal domain, showing that spe-
cialised transformer-based models do not outper-
form general-purpose BERT models for Italian. In
this first set of experiments we focused only on
acts’ titles, given that they yield promising results
with a limited computational cost. However, in the
future we plan to compare our results with those
obtained by processing the full text of the acts.

Our analyses and experiments have highlighted
some inconsistencies in the data, mainly due to
the complex nature of the taxonomy and the large
number of labels. As a next step, we will propose
few improvements to make labels more consistent
and speed up manual annotation. Furthermore, it
would be interesting to measure the gains in terms
of time and effort when human annotators are given
access to our system as a tool to support manual
labelling.
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A Appendix

Model Learning Batch Best Weight Max
Rate Size Epoch Decay Length

bert-base-ita-uncased 3.673e-5 16 10 0.01 128
bert-base-ita-cased 3.673e-5 16 10 0.01 128
bert-base-ita-xxl-uncased 3.519e-5 16 10 0.01 128
bert-base-ita-xxl-cased 3.519e-5 16 10 0.01 128
italian-legal-bert 4.544e-5 16 10 0.01 128
italian-legal-bert-sc 2.826e-5 16 10 0.01 128

Table 5: Hyper-parameters used for training. Learning rates have been optimized using Optuna (Akiba et al., 2019).
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